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Abstract—Wireless sensor network (WSN) has a wide
range of applications in various areas. Many time the
environment in which these sensor were deployed are
hostile in nature and sensors have continuous attacks
from the adversary, in such environmental conditions we
need a secure communication between the sensors. For
secure communication, neighbors must posses a secret
common key or there must exists a key-path among these
nodes. In this paper, the object of study is a random
graph induced by the random key pre-distribution scheme
of Eschenauer and Gligor under the assumption of full
visibility. Here we establish the threshold value of the
parameters (Key pool size and key-ring of an individual
node) for which the entire network is almost surely a
single connected component. We prove that for a network
having N nodes, is a single connected component almost
surely, if size of the key-ring is m =

√
2 log N and the

size of key pool isK = N log N.

Index Terms- Secure Sensor Networks, Random Key
Pre-distribution Scheme, Secure Connectivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a distributed
collection of sensor nodes. These wireless sensor
networks have wide applications in various areas
like in disaster recovery, military operation, tracking
etc. Generally these sensor nodes having limited
computational and communication capacities. Also
WSNs do not have any pre-deployed network
architecture (for example sensors like smart dust
usually deployed by aeroplanes), some times it is
due to the hostile environment. Thus sensors need to
communicate via an ad-hoc wireless network. After
deployment an individual sensor need to connect with
the other sensors and create a secure connected wireless
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sensor network. Many applications (like in military
operation) needs highly secure operation of sensor
network, and have serious consequences if the network
is compromised or disrupted. For this a secure pairwise
communication must be established. Also the sensor
network must be robust against the compromise of
individual sensor due to failure and manipulation by an
adversary.

One of the most promising approach for achieving
a secure sensor wireless network is the random
predistribution of keys introduced in [6].

We are initiated by describing the model introduced
in [6].
A secured wireless sensor network is composed by a
number (saysN ) of sensors. Each sensor is preloaded
with a key-ring havingm distinct encryption keys,
randomly chosen from a pool ofK keys. The shared key
discovery take place during WSN initialization in the
operational environment where every sensor discovers
its neighbors and two sensors can form a secure link if
they are within the wireless communication range and
they have one or more common encryption key in their
respective key rings.

In [6], authors raise a question that for a secure
connected network, what should be the size of key pool
and the size of the key-ring of an individual node? When
every node have full visibility and mutually independent
source link allocation. Here full visibility means that
two node can communicate with each other, irrespective
of their geographical position in the operational area.
It might be a case when the communication range of
sense deployed in the area is sufficiently lager than the
operational area where they deployed.

Few extensions of the above described model
has found in [3]. In [3], authors present three new
schemes for key establishment using the framework of
pre-distribution of a random key set among the node
of network. The Schemes suggested inq-composite
keys scheme, multipath-reinforcement scheme and
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random pairwise keys scheme. After a detail analysis
authors conclude thatq-composite keys scheme achieves
significantly improved security under small scale attack,
while the (2-hop) multipath reinforcement scheme
improves security at the cost of network communication
overhead. Finally Authers [3], claim that the random
pairwise scheme has the best security properties of the
above three schemes.

In [7], author did the asymptotic analysis for key pre-
distribution scheme for distributed sensor networks, and
established relationship between interesting parameters
like storage, connectivity etc. A new key pre-distribution
scheme suggested in [2], this scheme allows different
generation of sensors, i.e., sensors deployed at fixed
time difference, to establish a secure communication.
Here the sensor nodes have limited life time and
refreshed periodically. using this scheme the network
has self-healing ability, i.e., network recover its initial
state in the next generation after the attack stop.
Author shows that a RoK based network that is in
the hostile environment is much less effective than a
network having exiting key pre-distribution scheme. [8],
presented two schemes to take advantage of sensors
location information, aiming at improving pairwise
key establishment in sensor networks. In first scheme,
the closest pairwise keys scheme, is resistant to node
capture attacks and has no limit on the total number of
sensors. Its extended version further reduces the storage
overhead and simplifies the dynamic deployment of
new sensors. The second scheme is location-based key
pre-distribution using bivariate polynomials, employs a
threshold technique and provides a trade-off between
the security against node capture.

A new identity based approach for key establishment
between two neighbor nodes in wireless sensor networks
initiated in [1]. This scheme supports dynamic node
addition after initial deployment and also works for any
deployment configuration. Another id-based random key
pre-distribution scheme is introduced in [4], this scheme
not only retains all the highly desirable properties of
the schemes including high probability of establishing
pairwise keys, tolerance of node compromise but also
significantly reduces communication and computational
costs of each node.

In [5], proves a threshold property which says when
the number of compromised nodes is less than the
threshold, the probability that any nodes other than
these compromised nodes are affected is close to zero.
Another interesting result for same network with full

visibility has been derived in [10], authors shows the
existence of zero-one law for the absence of isolated
node in the network.

The present work is slightly inclined toward the
analytic side, our main result is actually a strong law
result. We derive expression of the size of key-ring of
an individual node and size of key pool, for which the
network is almost surly connected, i.e., the probability
of connectivity is converges to 1 pointwise. Our result
is parallel to the result in [9], where the authors suggest
the pool size and the key-ring size for getting the
connected network with high probability. The result
in [9], is actually a weak law result suggested the
values of parameters such that probability of existing
a cut is approaches to0, for sufficiently large N.

While our result is a strong law result, and ensure
the connectivity of the network in almost sure sense.
Parameters suggested in our paper also support the
results available in [9].

In this paper author proposed the proportion of key
pool and key ring size for which the network can achieve
connectivity with secure links. In section II, we define
the basic terminology and supporting results. In section
III we derive our main result which is a strong law
result for the connectivity a sensor network with secure
links and having random key pre-distribution scheme.
expression for the probability of connectivity by1-hop
neighbor is established in section IV. Also we show
that connectivity by1-hop neighbor converges to0 in
probability.

II. PRELIMINARIES.

We consider a2-dimensional space, and a sequence
XN = {X1, X2, . . . XN}, with N sensor nodes dis-
tributed uniformly over a compact spaceC ⊂ R2.

Consider a key poolK havingK encryption keys. Every
nodeX ∈ XN choosem different encryption key from
K, the key ring ofX is denoted byk(X) ⊆ K. Let
S ⊂ XN , then

k(S) := ∪X∈Sk(X).

Our model is a random key graphGN as suggested in
[10], which as follows:

Definition 1: Let GN be a graph with the vertex set
XN havingN nodes and edge between the two nodeXi

and Xj represent at least one common encryption key
in their respective key rings (since we assume the full
visibility), that is edge setE is define as follows:

E := {eij : k(Xi) ∩ k(Xj) 6= φ,∀Xi, Xj ∈ XN},
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whereeij is an edge between two arbitrary verticesXi

andXj .

Also we assume full visibility for each node, i.e., each
node can communicate with any other node if they have
at least one common key in their key-rings.

Definition 2: Given a graphG = (V, E), a cut is
proper subsetS ⊂ V such that there is no edge
connecting a vertex inS with any vertex ofV \ S, in
terms of graph theory cutS is a component ofG.

Note that the| S |≤ O(N), where | S | is the size of
cut S ⊂ V.

Definition 3: Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions
defined on some subset of the real numbers. One writes

f(x) = O(g(x)), asx → ∞,

if and only if, for sufficiently large values ofx, f(x) is
at most a constant multiplied byg(x) in absolute value.
That is, f(x) = O(g(x)) if and only if there exists a
positive real numberM and a real numberx0 such that

| f(x) |≤ M | g(x) |, ∀ x > x0.

i.e.,
∣

∣

∣

∣

f(x)

g(x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ M, ∀ x > x0.

Definition 4: Let qs be the probability that two arbi-
trarily chosen vertices does not have common keys in
their respective key rings, and given by

qs =

(K
m

)(K−m
m

)

(K
m

)(K
m

)

=

(K−m
m

)

(K
m

)
.

Then the probability that any two nodes share at least
one key in their key-ring is given by

ps = 1 − qs

= 1 −
(K−m

m

)

(K
m

)
.

Following lemma gives the lower and upper bounds of
qs, (the probability that two arbitrarily chosen vertices
does not have common keys in their respective key
rings).

Lemma 1:Let qs is defined as above, then
(

1 − m

K − m

)m

≤ qs ≤
(

1 − m

K

)m

≤ exp

(

− m2

K

)

;

and

m2

K
≤ 1 − qs ≤

m2

K − m
. (1)

The proof of the lemma can be found in appendix.

III. C ONNECTIVITY OF SECURESENSORNETWORKS.

The following theorem gives the critical values of
size of key poolK and size of key-ring of an individual
node, such that the network is connected.

Theorem 2:Let S ⊂ V be a cut and let size of key
pool, K =| K |= N log N and size of key-ring an
individual nodeX is m =| k(X) |= c log N, wherec

is some positive constant. Then for sufficiently largeN,

andc >
√

2 network have a single component.

Proof. For this we consider

P [∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ]

= P [∃S, | S |= s,∪x∈Sk(x) ∩ k(V \ {x}) = φ]

≤
∑

x∈S

P [∃S, | S |= s, k(x) ∩ k(V \ {x}) = φ],

(2)

by the Bole’s inequality.

Now, consider probability that a particular vertex
x ∈ V is cut vertex. For being a cut vertex, the key ring
of vertex x must not have any common key with the
key ring of V \ {x}.

P [k(x) ∩ k(V \ {x}) = φ]

=

(K
m

)

(

(K−m
m

)

)N−1

(

(K
m

)

)N
=

(

(K−m
m

)

(K
m

)

)N−1

=

(

(K − m)(K − m − 1) . . . (K − 2m + 1)

K(K − 1) . . . (K − m + 1)

)N−1

=

((

1 − m

K

)(

1 − m

K − 1

)

. . .

(

1 − m

K − m + 1

))N−1

<

(

1 − m

K

)m(N−1)

< (exp(−m))
m(N−1)

K

= e−
m

2(N−1)

K . (3)

Substitutingm = c log N and K = N log N, in (3).
Then we have

P [k(x) ∩ k(V \ {x}) = φ] < e−c2 log N

=
1

N c2 . (4)
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Using (4) in (2), we get

P [∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ]

<
∑

x∈S

1

N c2 =
C

N c2−1
,

since the| S | is of order ofO(N). For c >
√

2, the
above probability is summable i.e.,

∞
∑

N=1

P [∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ] < ∞.

Then by the Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma , we have

P [∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ i.o.] = 0.

Hence

k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) 6= φ almost surly.

This implies that probability that the key-ringk(S) of
an arbitrary subgraphS ⊂ V have at least one common
key with the k(V \ S) the key-ring of the remaining
graph, converges to 1. This ensures the connectivity
with secure link in a sensor network with random key
pre-distribution scheme.

This completes the proof of theorem.

Theorem 3:Let GN be a sensor network, withN
sensors and size of key pool,K =| K |= N log N

and size of key-ring an individual nodeX is
m =| k(X) |= c log N, where c is some positive
constant. Then for sufficiently largeN, and c >

√
2

network is connected almost surely.

Proof. Let S ⊂ V be a cut in the graph. For showing
that the network is connected, it is sufficient to prove
that their is no cut subgraphS ⊂ V in the graphGN .

{Network is not connected}
⊂ {∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ}. (5)

Then

P [Network is not connected]

≤ P [∃S, | S |= s, k(S) ∩ k(V \ S) = φ]. (6)

Using (5), in above (6), we have
∞
∑

N=1

P [Network is not connected] < ∞.

Now by the Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma , we have

P [Network is not connected i.o.] = 0.

Hence, Network is connected almost surely.

IV. PROBABILITY OF CONNECTIVITY BY 1-HOP

NEIGHBORS.

Let us consider a1-hop neighbor:〈u, u1, v〉, where
u, v ∈ V are nodes not directly connected to each other
andu1 ∈ V be an arbitrary intermediate nodes by which
we are intersected to establish the secure connection
betweenu andv.

Define an eventY such thatu, v ∈ V are 1-hop
neighbors, i.e.,u, v ∈ V are not directly connected
and having1-hop connection through an arbitrary node
u1 ∈ V. Then

P [Y ] (7)

= P [u, v ∈ V are1-hop neighbors.]

= 1 − P [u, v ∈ V are not directly connected]

· P [u, v ∈ V are not connected throughu1]

= 1 − qs · P [u or v are not connectedu1]

= 1 − qs

· P [{k(u) ∩ k(u1) = φ} ∪ {k(v) ∩ k(u1) = φ}]
= 1 − qs

· (1 − P [{k(u) ∩ k(u1) 6= φ} ∩ {k(v) ∩ k(u1) 6= φ}])
= 1 − qs(1 − p2

s) = 1 − q2
s(1 + ps).

(8)

Using (1) in (8), we get

P [Y ] ≤ 1 −
(

1 − m

K − m

)2m
(

1 +
m2

K

)

≤ 1 −
(

1 − 2m2

K

)(

1 +
m2

K

)

= 1 −
(

1 − m2

K
− 2m4

K2

)

=
m2

K

(

2
m2

K
+ 1

)

. (9)

Substitutingm = c log N and K = N log N, in (9).
Then we have

P [Y ] ≤ c2 log N

N

(

2
c2 log N

N
+ 1

)

. (10)

Now it is clear from the above expression that for
sufficiently largeN, the probabilityP [Y ] is converges
to 0. Although the probabilityP [Y ] is not summable, we
can not say anything about the almost sure convergence.
From (10), it is clear that as number of the node
increase in the network that number of1-hop neighbor
decrease in the network.
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In the following figure we plot right hand side
expression of (10) against the number of node in the
network.
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It is clear from the (10) that the probability that two
arbitrarily chosen verticesu, v ∈ V are1-hop neighbors
is always lying in the gray region show in the figure.

V. A PPENDIX.

Proof of Lemma 1.

qs =

(K−m
m

)

(K
m

)

=
(K − m)!(K − m)!

(K − 2m)!K!

=

(

(K − m)(K − m − 1) . . . (K − 2m + 1)

K(K − 1)(K − 2) . . . (K − m + 1)

)

=

(

1 − m

K

)(

1 − m

K − 1

)

. . .

(

1 − m

K − m + 1

)

Then it is easy to show that
(

1 − m

K − m

)m

≤ qs ≤
(

1 − m

K

)m

≤ exp

(

− m2

K

)

(11)
From above we can derive the lower bound ofqs,

qs ≥
(

1 − m

K − m

)m

= 1 − m2

K − m
+

m2(m − 1)

2

(

m

K − m

)2

. . .

≥ 1 − m2

K − m
.

This implies

1 − qs ≤ m2

K − m
. (12)

Now for the upper bound ofqs, we have

qs ≤
(

1 − m

K

)m

= 1 − m2

K
+

m(m − 1)

2

(

m

K

)2

≤ 1 − m2

K

⇒ 1 − qs ≥ m2

K
. (13)

From (12) and (13), we have

m2

K
≤ ps ≤

m2

K − m
.

This completes the proof.

VI. CONCLUSION.

In this paper, we have shown that we can almost
surely achieve a secure connected network by using
random key pre-distribution scheme as described in [6].
For achieving this aim in aN nodes network, the key
pool size must be of order ofN log N and the key ring
size must be of order ofc log N, where c >

√
2 for

sufficiently largeN. Also we derive the upper bound
for the probability that two arbitrarily chosen vertices
have1-hop connectivity.
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